HIV/AIDS-related pain remains a clinically challenging condition despite recent advances in treatment modalities. The existing data on pain in HIV-positive persons demonstrate a high prevalence, wide variability in clinical presentation, significant negative impact on health-related quality of life, and alarmingly inadequate assessment and management.

Pain has been recognized as the most significant disability in persons with HIV/AIDS.\(^1,2\) HIV/AIDS-related pain is a considerable clinical challenge associated with increased psychological distress, negative impact on health-related quality of life, and greater impairment of functional ability for HIV-infected persons. Although widespread adoption of highly active antiretroviral therapy since 1996 has profoundly affected mortality and morbidity, the need for an adequate assessment and management of pain is still evolving.

This article reviews the current literature focusing on the psychosocial issues of HIV/AIDS-related pain. Presented first is a discussion of the prevalence of pain in the HIV population, the clinical manifestations of HIV/AIDS-related pain, the impact of pain on quality of life and functional morbidity, the relationship between pain and health service utilization, and the undertreatment of pain. Second, pain and psychological assessment issues are reviewed, with suggestions on specific assessment instruments and how to implement them in clinical practice. Last, the psychosocial barriers to treatment are presented, with recommendations on how to apply psychosocial interventions using a multidisciplinary team approach, along with a discussion of future trends.

**PREVALENCE OF PAIN AND ITS IMPACT ON QUALITY OF LIFE**

Pain in persons with HIV/AIDS is quite common; yet, it is often underrecognized and undertreated. In a cohort study of nearly 450 HIV-positive persons recruited from ambulatory health care facilities in New York, more than 60% reported some degree of pain in the 2 weeks before the survey.\(^3\) A nationally representative survey of 2267 outpatients indicated that 67% of HIV-positive persons reported experiencing pain in the previous 4 weeks.\(^4\) Other studies have found the prevalence of pain in HIV-positive persons to range from 25% to 80%, depending on the methodology, sample characteristics, and care setting.\(^5-10\)

Most persons with HIV/AIDS who experience pain describe 2 to 3 simultaneous sources of pain.\(^11\) There is also an apparent correlation between severity of pain and stage of HIV infection;\(^5-10\) however, it has been emphasized that pain may be considerable at all stages of the disease.\(^3\) Among hospice patients with late-stage HIV infection, as many as half have pain from peripheral neuropathy, arthritis, or other sites.\(^6\) Despite improvements in pain management, pain remains a clinically challenging problem in persons with HIV/AIDS.\(^3,12-14\)

Pain in HIV-positive patients has been significantly associated with both the number of current HIV symptoms and the presence of HIV-related infections.\(^3,8\) Two thirds of symptomatic persons in one study reported the presence of pain, compared with 45% of asymptomatic HIV-positive persons, suggesting that pain typically increases as HIV infection progresses.

Earlier studies reported that 60% of patients had moderate to severe pain that was associated with impairment in functional ability.\(^3,15\) The pain experienced by persons living with HIV/AIDS often has a drastic impact on quality of life and everyday functioning.\(^14\) A survey of HIV-positive patients showed that pain typically interfered with activities of daily living and quality of life issues, such as general activity level, walking, working, ability to interact with others, sleeping, and overall enjoyment of
life. A more recent study evaluating the impact of pain and fatigue showed that while fatigue seemed to affect physical performance, pain had a substantial impact on both physical performance and quality of life.

The demographic characteristics that are predictive of the presence of pain are not well characterized. Early research indicated that women with HIV infection reported more pain than men did. Furthermore, the same study showed that nonwhite race was associated with increased pain intensity; however, there were no differences in pain between black and Hispanic patients. A study in 2004 showed that more pain was reported in disadvantaged populations, including injection drug–using women (but not men), the less educated, and the unemployed. Contradicting the earlier study, blacks reported less pain than did whites. Differences in pain assessment, sample characteristics, and stage of illness could account for these divergent findings. It is possible that the increased severity of pain seen in these populations could be related to a greater degree of social and economic stressors and societal barriers to health care.

Persons with HIV/AIDS often have a higher than normal prevalence of psychiatric disorders. This finding is thought to be secondary to the stigma of the disease, limited support, and the overall physical and mental burden of being HIV-positive and its associated complications. HIV/AIDS-related pain has been linked both to the psychological symptoms of depression, such as hopelessness, negativism, and anhedonia, and to the physical symptoms, including difficulty in sleeping and poor appetite. Furthermore, pain often plays a major role in leading to or exacerbating psychiatric conditions, such as depression and anxiety. In addition, pain, stress, and social support have a significant influence on sleep among HIV-positive adults. Depression and anxiety have also been found to be significant correlates of sleep quality in HIV-infected persons. Moreover, increasing severity of pain resulted in the worsening of depression and further decline in quality of life.

These reports indicate that the physical and psychological correlates of pain in HIV-positive patients appear to be intertwined and to have a significant negative impact on health-related quality of life. Future investigation should examine the factors influencing pain in order to provide adequate treatment and thus minimize psychological distress.

**PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS**

With the development of effective antiretroviral therapies, persons with HIV/AIDS are living longer and the need for better understanding and recognition of pain syndromes in this population is increasing. Pain is classically divided into 2 broad categories: nociceptive and neuropathic. Recognition of this distinction is important in determining etiology and directing management. The treatment options vary based partly on the utility of adjuvant treatments for neuropathic pain, such as antidepressants, neuroleptics, psychostimulants, anticonvulsants, oral anesthetics, and corticosteroids. Pain in patients with HIV/AIDS may become chronic and multifactorial (Table).
Several studies suggest that pain remains undertreated in HIV-infected persons.\(^3,14,26\) Persons with HIV reporting more pain were higher utilizers of health care services than those with HIV who did not report pain. Fluctuations of pain and its related symptoms, such as low energy, showed a close relationship to outpatient utilization, whereas fluctuations in immune functioning do not.\(^4,27\) HIV-positive women with a history of injection drug use report more intense pain and are twice as likely to receive inadequate analgesia as are men. Furthermore, injection drug users (IDUs) were more likely to receive inadequate analgesia than were men who have sex with men and other persons with HIV/AIDS.\(^3,4,26\) Undertreatment of pain among IDUs may relate to physicians’ fears of criminal prosecution or concern about drug-seeking behaviors. HIV-infected persons in certain minority groups, such as Alaskan Natives and Native Americans, appear to be confronted with more barriers to HIV care that are related to language and culture and that result in poor treatment than are white persons who are HIV-infected.\(^4\) In addition, pain reported by hospitalized HIV-positive patients is underestimated and inadequately treated by their physicians, despite its severity and frequency.\(^28\) The undertreatment of pain not only promotes substantial suffering but also may lead to irrational behaviors, such as self-medicating with illicit drugs. This behavior results in a negative impact on overall health status, which may, in turn, lead to worsened pain. These findings highlight the importance of the role of health care providers in the early detection of patients at risk for pain development and implementation of interventions that may improve health-related quality of life.

**PAIN ASSESSMENT**

With such a high prevalence of pain in persons with HIV/AIDS and the immensely disabling effect of chronic pain, clinicians need to make pain assessment a priority at every visit. Pain has been vastly undertreated in a variety of illnesses, despite, in recent years, being heralded as the “fifth vital sign” and the lengthy existence of effective pain therapies.\(^29\) Health care providers should identify the nature of the pain, its time course, and the alleviating and aggravating factors and then use this information to determine the origin of the pain, evaluate prior interventions, and target and plan treatments.\(^30\) Ongoing pain assessment is necessary in patients with HIV/AIDS, given the fluctuating course of HIV disease. Pain assessment is part of a comprehensive psychosocial evaluation of the HIV-infected patient with chronic pain, and the basic principles for assessment are reviewed below. (A more thorough discussion of HIV-related pain management is presented elsewhere.\(^30\)) A variety of validated pain assessment tools are available to enable clinicians to quickly, easily, and reliably evaluate pain and

**Table. Types of Pain in HIV/AIDS\(^1,3,4,6,24,25\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIV-related pain</th>
<th>HIV therapy-related pain</th>
<th>Pain unrelated to HIV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral neuropathy</td>
<td>Antiretroviral/antiviral medications</td>
<td>Preexisting unrelated conditions/comorbid conditions (eg, hepatitis C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaposi sarcoma/opportunistic infections/cancers</td>
<td>Antimycobacterial/antibacterial</td>
<td>Acquired pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headaches</td>
<td>Cancer chemotherapy</td>
<td>Pain of indeterminate cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis/vasculitis</td>
<td>Radiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myopathy/myositis</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin conditions</td>
<td>Diagnostic procedures (eg, phlebotomy, biopsies, endoscopy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organ-related infections and tumors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**UNDETECTMENT**

With such a high prevalence of pain in persons with HIV/AIDS and the immensely disabling effect of chronic pain, clinicians need to make pain assessment a priority at every visit. Pain has been vastly undertreated in a variety of illnesses, despite, in recent years, being heralded as the “fifth vital sign” and the lengthy existence of effective pain therapies.\(^29\) Health care providers should identify the nature of the pain, its time course, and the alleviating and aggravating factors and then use this information to determine the origin of the pain, evaluate prior interventions, and target and plan treatments.\(^30\) Ongoing pain assessment is necessary in patients with HIV/AIDS, given the fluctuating course of HIV disease. Pain assessment is part of a comprehensive psychosocial evaluation of the HIV-infected patient with chronic pain, and the basic principles for assessment are reviewed below. (A more thorough discussion of HIV-related pain management is presented elsewhere.\(^30\)) A variety of validated pain assessment tools are available to enable clinicians to quickly, easily, and reliably evaluate pain and
the effect of treatment intervention over time. Such assessments can facilitate rapid and reliable communication regarding pain from any patient, including those with visual, auditory, or cognitive deficits that hinder communication between patient and care provider.

There are also a number of verbal rating scales that not only measure pain intensity but also assess sensory and reactive dimensions of the pain experience. For patients with chronic, severe, and/or disabling pain, a more comprehensive pain assessment tool may be helpful. The Brief Pain Inventory is a self-report questionnaire. It has been validated for pain assessment and widely used in patients with cancer and HIV/AIDS in both research and clinical settings. Specifically, patients report the degree to which pain has interfered with their general activity, mood, walking, work, relationships, sleep, and enjoyment of life.

Other pain assessment tools include the Memorial Pain Assessment Card, West-Haven Yale Multidimensional Pain Inventory, and the McGill Pain Questionnaire. These pain assessment scales and other useful clinical tools for assessment are available without cost on-line.

In accordance with the biopsychosocial model, it is crucial to include a psychosocial evaluation when assessing pain in persons with HIV/AIDS. Clinicians must determine the level of functional disability and the extent of psychological distress, as well as investigate social support, psychiatric symptoms, and history of substance abuse. By identifying individual needs, clinicians can connect patients with available resources and modify treatment strategies, thus maximizing therapeutic benefits. There is extensive research supporting the role of psychosocial factors in HIV disease and its related chronic pain.
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